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AN EXTENSION OF CARLSON'S THEOREM FOR
ENTIRE FUNCTIONS OF EXPONENTIAL TYPE

BY

R. GERVAIS AND Q. I. RAHMAN(')

Abstract. The paper contains some new extensions of the well-known

theorem of F. Carlson for entire functions of exponential type.

1. Introduction and statement of results. According to a well-known theo-

rem of F. Carlson [5], [4, p. 153], if f(z) is an entire function of exponential

type t < 7T, and/(n) = 0 for n = 0, ±1, ±2,..., then/(z) = 0. This result

has been extended and generalized in various ways ([4, Chapters 9, 10], [6],

etc.). For example, if f(z) is an entire function of exponential type < kit

where k is a positive integer, and f(z), f'(z),... ,/(*-1)(z) all vanish for

z = 0, ±1, ±2,..., then f(z) = 0. In particular, an entire function of

exponential type < 2ir is completely determined by its values and those of its

derivative at the integers.

While trying to extend the theory of (0, 2)-interpolation ([7], [l]-[3]) by

polynomials in points on [-1, 1] to (0, 2)-interpolation by entire functions of

exponential type in points on the real axis, we wanted to know to what extent

an entire function of exponential type < 2tr is determined by its values and

those of its second derivative at the integers, or more generally, by its values

and those of its kth derivative at the integers. The answer turns out to be the

following.

Theorem 1. Iff(z) is an entire function of exponential type t < 2tt such that

f(n)=f"(n) = 0,      n = 0,±l,±2,...,

then f(z) = c sin(7rz) where c is a constant. Here r = 2it is inadmissible.

For even k > 4, we have

Theorem 2. Let k be an even integer > 4. If f(z) is an entire function of

exponential type t < m sec(ir/k) such that

f(ri)=fik\n) = 0,      n = 0, ±1,±2,...,
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then f(z) = c sin(7rz) where c is a constant. Here r cannot be allowed to be

equal to ir sec(tr/k).

On the other hand, for odd k > 3, we have

Theorem 3. Let k be an odd integer > 3. If f(z) is an entire function of

exponential type r < it sec(n/2k) such that

/(„) =/<«(«) = 0,       n = 0,±l,±2,...,

thenf(z) = 0. Here r = m sec(ir/2k) is inadmissible.

We also prove

Theorem 4. Let k be an integer > 2, and X an arbitrary number in [0, 1). If

f(z) is an entire function of exponential type 2ir such that

(0 I/Ml < A + B\x\xfor all real x and certain constants A, B,

(")/(«) = /«(it) - 0, n - 0, ±1, ±2,...,
then

Icx sin(fl-z) + c2 sin(2î7z)    ifk is even,

csm2(irz) ifk is odd,

where cx, c2 and c are constants. Here X cannot be allowed to be equal to 1.

2. Lemmas. The following result will be used a number of times.

Lemma 1. Iff(z) is an entire function of exponential type vanishing at the set

of integers, then

f(z) = <>(z) sin(wz)

where <b(z) is an entire function of exponential type.

Proof. Let f(z) be of exponential type t, i.e. for every e > 0 there exists a

constant K(e) such that

|/(z)|</qe)exp{(r + c-)|z|}

for all z. It is easily seen that |sin(7rz)| > 1 on the square C„ with corners at

the points ±(« + 5) ± i(n + 5), where « is a positive integer. Hence on C„,

\<p(z)\ < \f(z)\ < K(e)exp{(T + e)\z\) < AT(e)exp{(T + e)V2 (n + 1)).

By the maximum modulus principle the same estimate holds inside C„. In

particular, we see that the inequality

|4»(z)|<Ä:(£)exp{(T + £)V2|z|}

holds on \z\ = n + \. Thus, if n — \ < \z\ < n + \, then
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|<p(z)| <    maxi    |<i,(z)| < K(e)exp{(r + e)V2 (n + ±)}

< AT(e)exp (t + b)V2\z\
n + \ ]

n —

<K(e)[(t + e)3V2\z\},

which shows that <p(z) is of exponential type.

For the proof of Theorem 4 we shall need the following extension of

Bernstein's inequality.

Lemma 2. Let f(z) be an entire function of exponential type t such that for

someX E [0, 1),

(1) |/(x)| < Ax + Bx\x\x,       -oo<x<oo,

where A x, Bx are constants. Then

(2) \f(x)\ < A' + ß'|x|\        -co<x<oo,

for some constants A',B' depending on A,, Bx, X and r.

Proof. In order to prove Lemma 2 we may apply to

&W=/W{(sin(5z))/(Sz)}2,      5>0,

the identity [4, p. 211]

F'(x) = 4T.-2   |    ±^Flx+*L±±A
*--«, (2k + l)2    V 2F      /

which is valid for all entire functions of exponential type T belonging to L2

on the real axis. Thus

|g¿(x)|<4(r + 20>-2   2
fe.-oo (2k + If

Ax + Bx
,     2k + 1

X  +   —-—TT-ÎT

< 4(t + 2S)w~2   |    -î-TH. + 5,
¿=-oo (2k + l)2 1

2k + 1
2(t + 2ô)

2(t + 25)

A

+ Bi\x\X

< (t + 28)A"+ (r + 26)i~xA'" + (t + 25)5"|x|A

where A", A"', B" are constants depending on Ax, Bx, X and t. Since

*«(*) ->fiz) as 5 ̂  0, (2) follows.

For the proof of Theorem 4 we shall also need

Lemma 3. Let f(z) be an entire function of exponential type r such that

/(«) = Ofor n = 0, ± 1, ±2, . . . , and for some X E [0, 1), inequality (1) holds.
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Then <b(z) = f(z)/sin(irz) is an entire function of exponential type such that

|4>(x)| < A2 + Z72|x|\       -oo<x<oo,

for some constants A2, B2 depending on A,, Bx, X and t.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that if f(z) is an entire function of

exponential type t such that/(n) = 0 for n = 0, ±1, ±2.and for some

X E [0, 1) inequality (1) holds, then for certain constants A*, B* depending

on A x, Bx, X and t,

|/(*)| =|/W -/0)| < (A* + 77*|x|x)|x - n\,

if n - j < x < « + |. On the other hand, iin-\<x<n+\, then

cos(tt/)
—— ¿/|sin(7rx)| =

Hence, for x E [n - \,n + \], we have

/(*)

ttV2
|x - 4

(3) |*(*)| = < (,4* + 77*|x|A)irV2
sin(TTx)

If x does not belong to any of the intervals [n — ¿, n + ¿], then |sin(7rx)| >

1/VI, and

(4) |<K*)|<(^ + /7U*IX)V2\

The desired result follows from (3) and (4).

Besides, we shall need several other properties of entire functions of

exponential type. We expect the reader to be familiar with the material

contained in §5.1—§5.4 of [4]. In addition, we will use the following four

lemmas.

Lemma 4. If H(z) is an entire function of exponential type then Hx(z) =

H(z) sin(irz) and H2(z) = H(z) cos(ttz) are both of order 1 and same type.

Proof. If we denote by r(f) the type of an entire function/and by

log|gf>*)l
h (9) = hm sup-

r-»oo i

the indicator function of an entire function g(z) of exponential type, then

= 0<T<X2^Ää(Ö) + "lSm$V =0<m/<X2JA/,(ö) + A«-(»)(él)}

= 0<m/<X2>(Ö) = T(//2)-

Lemma 5. If G(z) is an entire function of order 1 type > ir, then g(z) =

G(z)sin(7rz) is of order 1 type > ttV2 .
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Proof. According to a well-known property of the indicator function, if

0 < 92 - 9X < m, hG(9x) < A„ AG(02) < h2, then [4, p. 66]

h, sin(92- 9) + h2sin(9-9x)

Hence, if hG(m/4), hG(3m/4), hG(5m/4), hG(7m/4) were all less than tt/V2

then hG(9) would be less than it for all 9 contradicting the fact that G(z) is of

type > m. Thus

max{hG(m/4),hG(3m/4),hG(5m/4),hG(7m/4)} > m/Ml. ,

and

rig)-max h,{9) > max{hA^/4),hA^/4),hg(5m/4),hg(7m/4)}

> n/V2 +ir/V2 = irV2 .

Lemma 6 [4, p. 156]. If f(z) is an entire function of exponential type whose

indicator diagram has width at most 2m in the direction of the imaginary axis,

and does not contain two horizontal straight line segments whose perpendicular

distance apart is 2m, then iff(z) — Ofor z = 0, ± 1, ±2,...,

f(z) = e™<¡>(z) sin(irz),

where c>(z) is an entire function of zero exponential type.

Lemma 7 [4, p. 83]. If f(z) is an entire function of exponential type,

hf(±m/2) < 0, and f(x) = 0(|x|'), x-> ±co, then f(z) is a polynomial of

degree not excedingp.

3. Proofs of theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let/(z) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Since

f(z) vanishes at the set of integers it follows from Lemma 1 that/(z) = <b(z)

' sin(irz) where <p(z) is an entire function of exponential type. Thus

f"(z) = {-m2<¡>(z) + c>"(z)}sin(irz) + 2m<b'(z) cos(ttz).

By hypothesis f"(z) vanishes for z = 0, ± l, ±2,_Therefore <$>'(z) should

vanish for z = 0, ± 1, ±2.Again, by Lemma 1,

(5) ¿.'to - W*) sin(^)

where \p(z) is an entire function of exponential type. The function \¡/(z) must

be identically zero. For if 4>(z) ¡zê 0, then by [4, Theorem 5.4.4, p. 76]

(6) ht(v/2) + ht{-ir/2)>0

where

w/n     r           xoè\Hrei9)\
h^(9) = hm sup-

r-»oo r
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is the indicator function of \}>(z). From (5) and (6) it would follow that

max{Ä<().(77/2),/i^(-7r/2)} > it,

and so if w(z) = <b'(z) sin(Trz), then

t(w) > max{hw(ir/2), hw(-ir/2)} > it + it = 2it.

Since by Lemma 4,

type of 4>(z) cos(7tz) = type of <b(z) sin(7rz) ** t(/) < 2ir,

this would imply that f'(z) is of order 1 type > 27r, which is a contradiction

since/(z) is supposed to be of exponential type < 27r. Thus we have shown

that \p(z) a 0 and hence </>(z) is a constant. This completes the proof of

Theorem 1.

The example/(z) = sin(27rz) shows that t = 27T is inadmissible.

Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. By Lemma l,/(z) = <p(z) snuVz) where $(z)

is an entire function of exponential type. Hence

f(%)=î()yk-^){j{sin(iTz)}

f[(fc+l)/2] I        u       \ 1
+ |   2   (-iy-l*2>-x(2vk_yk-2'+l\z)lcos(iTz).

From the fact that /(Ar)(z) vanishes at the set of integers it follows that the

function

I(*+D/2] .     ,     x
g(z)- 2 (-irl«2-l(2pk_iyk-2'+l)(*)

also vanishes at the set of integers, and hence by Lemma 1,

K*+i)/2] ,     ,     .
(7)    <?(!)-     2     (-l)-V2'-'(2^_iy*-2-'>(z) = ^(z)sin(7rz),

where \f/(z) is an entire function of exponential type. Here i^(z) must be

identically zero. Suppose, if possible, that ip(z) 2é 0. From (6) we conclude

that <b(z) is of order 1 type > it, and so by Lemma 5, f(z) is of order 1

type > irV2 which is a contradiction since/(z) is assumed to be of exponen-

tial type < it sec(ir/k) if k is an even integer > 4 and of exponential type <

it sec(ir/2k) if k is an odd integer > 3. Hence \p(z) a 0. But then <f»(z) being

a solution of the differential equation
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l(k+l)/2]

2   (-i)V'-(2/_1)^-2-')(z) = o

must be of the form

k-l

(8) <f>to = 2 c, expi mz cot y J,

where c,, c2,..., cfc_j are constants. If k is even then all the constants cx,

c2.ck_x except ck/2 should be zero for otherwise <j>(z) will be of order 1

type > m tan(7r/A:) which will mean that f(z) is of order 1 type >

m sec(m/k). Hence cb(z) is a constant and/(z) is of the form c sin(wz). If k is

odd then all the constants cx, c2,..., ck_x in (8) should be zero or else $(z)

will be of order 1 type > m tan(7r/2/c). This would imply that/(z) is of order

1 type > m sec(m/2k). Hence <p(z) is identically zero and so is/(z). With this

Theorems 2 and 3 are completely proved.

The example f(z) = exp(zn- tan(m/k)) sin(îrz) shows that in Theorem 2

t = m sec(m/k) is inadmissible. On the other hand, the example

f(z) = exp(zw tan(7r/2&)) sin(îrz)

shows that t = m sec(m/2k) is inadmissible in Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem. 4. By Lemma 3, f(z) = <f>(z) sin(7rz) where <f>(z) is an

entire function of exponential type such that

(9) |<f>(x)| < A2 + B2\x\\       - oo < x < oo,

for some constants A2 and B2. In view of (9) we can even claim that <p(z) is of

exponential type m. As in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 it follows that the

function

[(*+1/2)1 .     .      x
g(z)=   2   (-îy-^^l^yx-2^)

vanishes at the set of integers. Besides G (z) is of exponential type m and by

Lemma 2,

(10) |G(x)| < A3 + 53|x|\       -oo<x<oo,

for some constants A3 and B3 so that G(z) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma

6. Consequently,

(11) G(z) = ea2u(z)sin(mz)

where a is real and u(z) is an entire function of zero exponential type.

Because of (10), a should be zero, and ha(±m/2) < 0. Thus using Lemma 7

we conclude that G(z) = ß sin(n-z) where ß is a constant. In other words,

<p(z) is a solution of the differential equation
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(12) 2     (-irV'-'(2j)k_ j)^*-2'*^) - ßsin(irz).

According as k is even or odd the most general solution of (12) is

(13) t(z) = *2 c,txn(irz cot f ) + (- If/2 f cos^z)
p~\        K K ' it ZjLi(2j-\)

or

Jt-i
ß

(14) «(z) = 2 <w(« cot f ) + i-lf+W „km»%jLi) *(«>

respectively, where cl5 c2,..., ck_x are constants. In view of (9), all these

constants, except ck/2 when k is even, should be zero. Hence

or

according as & is even or odd, respectively. From this the desired result

follows.

According as k is even or odd the functions

sip2(^)      z   . ,.   N        .    sin(27Tz)      2z  . 2l   x
-7- sin(27Tz)   and    —r-+ -r- sm^ÍTrz),

ir a:     v     ' 2tt A:       v    /

respectively, show that in Theorem 4 X cannot be allowed to be equal to 1.
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